teaching the sophists challenged and eventually replaced,4 and the diviners and soothsayers, whose methods they rendered obsolete and ridiculed. These features made ordinary citizens uneasy, as it is reflected by such reactions as the decree of 432 named after the soothsayer Diopeithes that sanctioned people who scrutinized τὰ μετέωρα, the celestial bodies,5 or by Aristophanes' mocking portrait of Socrates, depicted as a 'sophist' at home in the clouds.6
The sophists also shared some traits although they obviously had their characteristic individuality: they considered themselves professionals in some art and therefore asked for a fee for their teaching-a rather novel practice at the time, although it has to be noticed that other practitioners of the art of discourse (such as schoolmasters and writers of forensic discourses, the logographers) were paid too. Plato's dismay and aristocratic disdain for this practice was thus unwarranted. They also differed in their political views: Protagoras was a democrat; Antiphon and Critias a moderate and a staunch oligarch, respectively. Being a sophist therefore did not issue in one specific political stance.
And here enters Plato. Today the word 'sophist' and its cognates-sophistic, sophistry-has mostly a derogatory connotation, while 'sophisticated' is ambiguous. However, Diogenes Laertius (I, 12) already remarked that σοφός and σοφιστής were once synonymous in identifying someone who possessed σοφία, wisdom of some kind. The reason for the derogatory undertone that the word 'sophist' acquired is twofold. In the first place there was the animosity that the sophists' teaching stirred up in ordinary citizens: their critical attitude was perceived as subversive of current laws and moral values; they were in general perceived as a corrosive element of the traditional ethos and piety of the city. As Gagarin and Woodruff aptly put it: "In challenging traditional views, the sophists liked to use deliberately provocative, sometimes paradoxical arguments that seem aimed at capturing the audience's attention rather than enlightening them."7 Hence the trials for impiety that befell many sophists (and philosophers in general), including Socrates, who was not perceived as different from an Anaxagoras or a Protagoras. In addition, in fifth century democratic Athens, the most interesting and attractive city for the sophists,
